Warning period ends for first phase of traffic enforcement program

Release Date: Monday, November 13, 2017
Contact: Cara Zinski-Neace, Police Information Specialist, 937-333-1201

On November 1, the 30-day warning period ended for the two mobile speed enforcement trailers currently in operation in Dayton as well as for the handheld speed units used by Dayton Police Department officers.

Vehicles recorded violating the speed limit by one of these units may now receive a citation. Every potential violation is reviewed by an officer, and a citation is issued only if there is clear evidence of a violation.

Currently, two mobile speed enforcement trailers are deployed (Riverside Drive and North James H. McGee Boulevard). Following is the data recorded from the two trailers during October 2017:

**Riverside Drive (near Knecht Avenue)**
- Total vehicles: 149,099
- Total above posted speed limit: 122,625
- Total vehicles eligible for warning letter: 10,514
- Total warnings sent: 9,442

**North James H. McGee Boulevard**
- Total vehicles: 237,603
- Total above posted speed limit: 150,120
- Total vehicles eligible for warning letter: 9,948
- Total warnings sent: 8,513

The final phase of installation work on two of the five fixed camera sites is nearing completion. When those sites begin operation, a 30-day warning period will be announced.
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